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GALAXY CHOICE
Terry
Goodkind

The Third Kingdom:
Sword of Truth #13

Tp

$29.99

$23.99 The bloodthirsty Jit is dead, and against all odds Richard and Kahlan have survived.
But a new menace has attacked them in the Dark Lands. Infected with the essence of
death itself, robbed of his power as a war wizard, Richard must race against time to
uncover and stop the infernal conspiracy assembling itself behind the wall far to the
north. His friends and allies are already captives of this fell combination, and Kahlan,
also touched by death's power, will die completely if Richard fails. Bereft of magic,
Richard has only his sword, his wits, his capacity for insight - and an extraordinary
companion, the young Samantha, a healer just coming into her powers. Compelling,
fast-moving, and intense, The Third Kingdom is a powerful tale that welcomes new
readers to Terry Goodkind's world, while opening up new vistas of worldbuilding for
longtime readers of the adventures of Richard Rahl and Kahlan Amnell.

Kim Stanley
Robinson

Shaman: A Novel of the
Ice Age

Tp

$29.99

$23.99 An award-winning and bestselling SF writer, Kim Stanley Robinson is widely
acknowledged as one of the most exciting and visionary writers in the field. His latest
novel, 2312, imagined how we would be living 300 years from now. Now, with his
new novel, he turns from our future to our past - to the paleolithic era, and an
extraordinary moment in humanity's development. An emotionally powerful and
richly detailed portrayal of life 30,000 years ago, it is a novel that will appeal both to
his existing fans and a whole new mainstream readership.

Alastair
Reynolds

On the Steel Breeze:
Poseidon's Children #2

Tp

$29.99

$23.99 It is a thousand years in the future. Mankind is making its way out into the universe
on massive generation ships. The new novel from Alastair Reynolds is one for fans of
Peter F. Hamilton and Iain M. Banks.

SCIENCE FICTION
James Axler

Dark Fathoms:
Deathlands #112

Pb

$12.95

$11.65 No place on Earth escaped the nuclear Armageddon that spawned the hellscape
known as Deathlands. In a ravaged world where violence and lawlessness rule, a rare
breed of hero has emerged. Ryan Cawdor is a lethal fighter who lives by a code of
honor and fair play, and that has made him a legend... Miles beneath the ocean's
surface, a decaying redoubt barely protects Ryan and his companions from a watery
death. Battling vicious assaults from cyborgs programmed by artificial intelligence to
kill them, they're desperate to escape this underwater trap. But above the waves a
new threat awaits: a massive predark super ship banished to the seas of Deathlands.
Decades of madness have led to civil war between the citizens of the upper and lower
decks. Now pawns in a bloody game, Ryan and the other survivors must destroy the
ship or face their certain end at sea.

Iain M Banks

The Hydrogen Sonata:
Culture #10

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 An ancient people, organised on military principles and yet almost perversely
peaceful, the Gzilt helped set up the Culture ten thousand years earlier and were very
nearly one of its founding societies, deciding not to join only at the last moment. Now
they've made the collective decision to follow the well-trodden path of millions of
other civilisations: they are going to Sublime, elevating themselves to a new and
almost infinitely more rich and complex existence. Amid preparations though, the
Regimental High Command is destroyed. Lieutenant Commander (reserve) Vyr Cossont
appears to have been involved, and she is now wanted - dead, not alive. Aided only by
an ancient, reconditioned android and a suspicious Culture avatar, Cossont must
complete her last mission given to her by the High Command. She must find the
oldest person in the Culture, a man over nine thousand years old, who might have
some idea what really happened all that time ago. It seems that the final days of the
Gzilt civilisation are likely to prove its most perilous.
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Stephen Baxter Proxima

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 The 27th century: Proxima Centauri, an undistinguished red dwarf star, is the nearest
star to our sun - and (in this fiction), the nearest to host a world, Proxima IV,
habitable by humans. But Proxima IV is unlike Earth in many ways. Huddling close to
the warmth, orbiting in weeks, it keeps one face to its parent star at all times. The
'substellar point', with the star forever overhead, is a blasted desert, and the
'antistellar point' on the far side is under an ice cap in perpetual darkness. How would
it be to live on such a world? Needle ships fall from Proxima IV's sky. Yuri Jones, with
1000 others, is about to find out...

Lois McMaster Captain Vorpatril's
Bujold
Alliance: Miles
Vorkosigan #14

Pb

$25.95

$23.35 Captain Ivan Vorpatril sometimes thinks that if not for his family, he might have no
troubles at all. But he has the dubious fortune of the hyperactive Miles Vorkosigan as
a cousin, which has too-often led to his getting dragged into one of Miles' schemes,
with risk to life and limb - and military career - that Ivan doesn't consider entirely
fair. Fortunately, his current duty is on the planet Komarr as staff officer to Admiral
Desplains, far from both his cousin and his mother back on their homeworld of
Barrayar. It's an easy assignment and nobody is shooting at him. What could go
wrong? Plenty, it turns out, when Byerly Vorrutyer, an undercover agent for Imperial
Security, shows up on his doorstep and asks him to make the acquaintance of a young
woman, recently arrived on Komarr, who seems to be in danger. It is but a short step
down the road of good intentions to the tangle of Ivan's life, in trouble with the
Komarran authorities, with his superiors, and with the lethal figures hunting the
mysterious but lovely Tej!

Orson Scott
Card

Ender's Game: Ender #1
(Film Tie-In)

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 The human race faces annihilation. An alien threat is on the horizon, ready to strike.
And if humanity is to be defended, the government must create the greatest military
commander in history. The brilliant young Ender Wiggin is their last hope. But first he
must survive the rigours of a brutal military training programme - to prove that he
can be the leader of all leaders. A saviour for mankind must be produced, through
whatever means possible. But are they creating a hero or a monster?

Evan Currie

Homeworld: Odyssey
One #3

Pb

$25.95

$23.35 The consequences of Earth's exploration of the Galaxy come home to roost when the
Drasin track a human ship back to Earth. Mounting a desperate defense, the crew of
the NAC spacecraft Odyssey, their allies, and the people of Earth face an
overwhelming force of invading alien ships wielding terrible power. Doomed from the
start, but with nowhere to retreat, Captain Eric Weston commits his ship to the
defense of the human race even as the human outposts in Sol system fall one by one
before the unrelenting Drasin onslaught. A first-rate military science fiction epic that
combines old-school space opera and modern storytelling, Homeworld: Odyssey One,
the third installment of the Odyssey One series, brings the riveting, exhilarating, hardpressed action to Earth, with devastating consequences.

Philip K Dick

Three Early Novels: The Pb
Man Who Japed, Dr
Futurity, Vulcan's
Hammer

$19.99

$18.00 The Man Who Japed: Following a nuclear war, the Moral Reclamation government
took over the world and forced its citizens to live by strictly puritanical rules, which
are reinforced through a barrage of messaging to the public. The chief purveyor of
these messages is Alan Purcell, next in line to become head of the propaganda bureau.
But there is just one problem: a statue of the government's founder has been
vandalized and the head is hidden in Purcell's closet. Vulcan's Hammer: After the 20th
century's devastating series of wars, the world's governments banded together,
committed to peace at all costs. Ensuring that peace is the Vulcan supercomputer,
responsible for all major decisions. But the Vulcan computer has its own plans, which
might not include humanity at all. Dr Futurity: When Dr Jim Parsons wakes up from a
car accident, he finds himself in a future populated almost entirely by the young. But
to keep the world run by the young, death is fetishized, and the elderly are put down.
For one revolutionary group, he may be just the savior they need to heal and revive
their cryogenically frozen leader...
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Eric Flint

1635 - The Papal Stakes: Pb
Ring of Fire #15

$14.95

$13.45 It's springtime in the Eternal City, 1635. But it's no Roman holiday for uptimer Frank
Stone and his pregnant downtime wife, Giovanna. They're in the clutches of would-be
Pope Cardinal Borgia, with the real Pope - Urban VII - on the run with the renegade
embassy of uptime Ambassador Sharon Nichols and her swashbuckling downtime
husband, Ruy Sanchez de Casador y Ortiz. Up to their necks in papal assassins, power
politics, murder, and mayhem, the uptimers and their spouses need help - and they
need it quickly!

Sharon Lee

Dragon Ship: New
Adventures in the
Liaden Universe #5

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 First Class courier pilot Theo Waitley was already known as a nexus of violence - and
then she inherited the precarious captaincy of a mysterious, self-aware ship designed
to serve a long-dead trader. Now she has a trade route to run for Clan Korval while
she convinces the near mythic ghost ship Bechimo - and herself - that she wants to
commit herself as the human side to their immensely powerful symbiosis. While her
former lover battles a nano-virus that's eating him alive, she's challenged to rescue
hundreds of stranded pilots and crewmen from an explosive situation in near orbit
around a suddenly hostile planet. Lovers, enemies, an ex-roomie, and a jealous
spaceship are all in peril as Theo wields power that no one in the universe is sure of,
especially her!

Peter Liney

The Detainee

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 When the fog comes down and the drums start to beat, the inhabitants of the island
tremble: for the punishment satellites - which keep the tyrannical Wastelords at bay are blind in the darkness, and the islanders become prey. The inhabitants are the old,
the sick, the poor: the detritus of Society, dumped on the island with the rest of
Society's waste. There is no point trying to escape, for the satellites - the invisible eyes
of the law - mete out instant judgement from the sky. The island is the end of all hope
- until 'Big Guy' Clancy finds a blind woman living in a secret underground warren,
and discovers a reason to fight.

George R R
Martin &
Gardner
Dozois

Songs of the Dying
Earth

Pb

$17.95

$16.15 Half a century ago, Jack Vance created the world of the Dying Earth, and fantasy has
never been the same. Now, for the first time ever, Jack has agreed to open this bizarre
and darkly beautiful world to other fantasists, to play in as their very own. To say that
other fantasy writers are excited by this prospect is a gross understatement; one has
told us that he'd crawl through broken glass for the chance to write for the anthology,
another that he'd gladly give up his right arm for the privilege. That's the kind of
regard in which Jack Vance and The Dying Earth are held by generations of his peers.
This book contains a collection of original short stories from George R. R. Martin, Neil
Gaiman, Dan Simmons, Elizabeth Moon, Tanith Lee, Tad Williams, Kage Baker, and
Robert Silverberg, along with fifteen others - as well as an introduction by Dean
Koontz.

Paul McAuley

Evening's Empires:
Quiet War #3

Tp

$32.99

$29.70 In the far future, a young man stands on a barren asteroid. His ship has been stolen,
his family kidnapped or worse, and all he has on his side is a semi-intelligent
spacesuit. The only member of the crew to escape, Hari has barely been off his ship
before. It was his birthplace, his home and his future. He's going to get it back.
McAuley's latest novel is set in the same far-flung future as his last few novels, but
this time he takes on a much more personal story. This is a tale of revenge, of murder
and morality, of growing up and discovering the world around you. Throughout the
novel we follow Hari's viewpoint, and as he unravels the mysteries that led to his
stranding, we discover them alongside him. But throughout his journeys, Hari must
always bear one thing in mind. Nobody is to be trusted.
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Christopher
Priest

The Adjacent

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 A photographer returns to a near-future Britain after the death of his wife in a
terrorist incident in Afghanistan. And finds that the IRGB has, itself, been suffering
terrorist attacks. But no-one knows quite what is happening or how. Just that there
are similarities between what killed the photographer's wife and what happened in
West London. Soon he is drawn into a hall of mirrors at the heart of government. In
the First World War a magician is asked to travel to the frontline to help a naval aerial
reconnaissance unit hide its planes from the German guns. On the way to France he
meets a certain H.G. Wells. In the Second World War on the airfields of Bomber
Commands there is also an obsession with camouflage, with misdirection. With deceit.
And in a garden, an old man raises a conch shell to his ear and initiates the first
Adjacency.

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Lord Brentford has a dream. To create a Grand Exposition that will showcase The
Wonders of the Worlds and encourage peace between the inhabited planets of Venus,
Jupiter and Earth. Ernest Rutherford has a dream. To construct a time ship, powered
by the large hadron collider he has built beneath the streets of London. Cameron Bell
is England's greatest detective and he, too, has a dream. To solve the crime of the
century before it takes place, without blowing up any more of London's landmarks.
Darwin is a monkey butler and he also has a dream. To end Man's inhumanity to
Monkey and bring a little joy into the world. Lavinia Dharkstorrm has a dream of her
own. Although hers is more of a nightmare. To erase Man and Monkey alike from the
face of the Earth and to hasten in the End of Days. Then there is the crime-fighting
superlady, all those chickens from the past and the unwelcome arrival of The
Antichrist. Things are looking rather grim on planet Earth.

John Ringo

Under a Graveyard Sky: Hb
Black Tide Rising #1

$39.95

$35.95 Zombies are real. And we made them. Are you prepared for the zombie apocalypse?
The Smith family is, with the help of a few marines. When an airborne zombie plague
is released, bringing civilization to a grinding halt, the Smith family - Steven, Stacey,
Sophia and Faith - take to the Atlantic to avoid the chaos. The plan is to find a safe
haven from the anarchy of infected humanity. What they discover, instead, is a sea
composed of the tears of survivors and a passion for bringing hope. For it is up to the
Smiths and a small band of Marines to somehow create the refuge that survivors seek
in a world of darkness and terror. Now with every continent a holocaust and every
ship an abattoir, life is lived beneath a graveyard sky.

Sherwood
Smith

Revenant Eve:
Dobrenica #3

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Kim Murray is happily planning her wedding when she finds herself pulled two
centuries back in time. It's 1795, the rise of Napoleon, and Kim is now a guardian spirit
for a twelve-year-old kid who will either become Kim's ancestor... or the timeline will
alter and Kim will vanish, along with the small, magical European country of
Dobrenica. What? Yes, the child called Aurelie de Mascarenhas must get to Dobrenica,
or more than just one family will vanish. Kim hates time travel conundrums, and
knows nothing about kids. How is she going to guide a kid born on Saint-Domingue,
with whom she has nothing in common? From Jamaica to England to the Paris of the
early 1800s, Kim and Aurelie travel, sharing adventures and learning more about
Vrajhus, the Blessing, and the Nasdrafus than is known in Dobrenica's modern times.
Along the way to wedding bells or annihilation, Kim makes a shocking discovery...

S M Stirling

The Given Sacrifice:
Emberverse #10

Hb

$43.95

$39.55 Rudi Mackenzie has won the battle that expelled the enemy from the new High
Kingdom of Montival. Now he must free the people who live in the state once known
as Idaho from occupation by the legions of the Church Universal and Triumphant and
pursue them to their lair over the mountains. There he will finally confront the forces
behind the Church - the Powers of the Void. Yet even a victory will not end the
conflict forever. The Powers of the Void are malevolent and infinitely patient, and the
struggle is one that involves the entire world. They threaten Rudi not only in the
present, but also in the future represented by his children, Orlaith and John. Rudi
knows this. And as his heir Princess Orlaith grows up in the shadow of her famous
father, she also realizes that the enemy will do anything to see that she does not live
to fulfill her parents' dream...

Robert Rankin The Educated Ape and
Other Wonders of the
Worlds: Japanese Devil
Fish Girl #3
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Steve Wheeler Crystal Venom: Fury of
Aces #2

Tp

$32.99

$29.70 A superb space adventure from a fresh new voice. This is the second book in the Fury
of Aces series and follows on from the action-packed Burnt Ice. In our future worlds
the Administration rules the Sphere of Humankind, the Games Board sanctions and
funds wars and conflicts, and the Haulers' Collective roams the space routes like the
caravanners of old. Political factions and galactic media moguls vie for power... and
money.

Chris Wooding The Ace of Skulls: Tale
of the Ketty Jay #4

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 All good things come to an end. And this is it: the last stand of the Ketty Jay and her
intrepid crew. They've been shot down, set up, double-crossed and ripped off. They've
stolen priceless treasures, destroyed a ten-thousand-year-old Azryx city and sort-ofaccidentally blew up the son of the Archduke. Now they've gone and started a civil
war. This time, they're really in trouble. As Vardia descends into chaos, Captain Frey is
doing his best to keep his crew out of it. He's got his mind on other things, not least
the fate of Trinica Dracken. But wars have a way of dragging people in, and sooner or
later they're going to have to pick a side. It's a choice they'll be staking their lives on.
Cities fall and daemons rise. Old secrets are uncovered and new threats revealed.
When the smoke clears, who will be left standing?

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 You can't keep a good wizard down - even when he wants to stay that way. For years,
Harry Dresden has been Chicago's only professional wizard, but a bargain made in
desperation with the Queen of Air and Darkness has forced him into a new job:
professional killer. Mab, the mother of wicked faeries, has restored the mostly-dead
wizard to health, and dispatches him upon his first mission - to bring death to an
immortal. Even as he grapples with the impossible task, Dresden learns of a looming
danger to Demonreach, the living island hidden upon Lake Michigan, a place whose
true purpose and dark potential have the potential to destroy billions and to land
Dresden in the deepest trouble he has ever known - even deeper than being dead.
How messed up is that? Beset by his new enemies and hounded by the old, Dresden
has only twenty four hours to reconnect with his old allies, prevent a cataclysm and
do the impossible - all while the power he bargained to get - but never meant to keep lays siege to his very soul. Magic. It can get a guy killed.

Miles Cameron The Red Knight: Traitor
Son Cycle #1

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Twenty eight florins a month is a huge price to pay, for a man to stand between you
and the Wild. Twenty eight florins a month is nowhere near enough when a wyvern's
jaws snap shut on your helmet in the hot stink of battle, and the beast starts to rip the
head from your shoulders. But if standing and fighting is hard, leading a company of
men - or worse, a company of mercenaries - against the smart, deadly creatures of the
Wild is even harder. It takes all the advantages of birth, training, and the luck of the
devil to do it. The Red Knight has all three, he has youth on his side, and he's
determined to turn a profit. So when he hires his company out to protect an Abbess
and her nunnery it's just another job. The abbey is rich, the nuns are pretty and the
monster preying on them is nothing he can't deal with. Only it's not just a job. It's
going to be a war...

Elspeth Cooper The Raven's Shadow:
Wild Hunt #3

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Three moons are rising. They are rising over the snowy Archen Mountains, where Teia
struggles through the high passes to carry her warning to the Empire: the Nimrothi
war band is poised to invade and at their head stands Ytha. She means to release the
Wild Hunt - and with it Maegern the Raven, the Keeper of the Dead. In the desert of
Gimrael, the moons are rising over the fires of revolution - flames that have already
robbed Gair of a friend and left him alone in a hostile city, unsure even if the Song is
still his to command. He has one last duty to discharge, and then nothing will stand
between him and his ultimate goal: vengeance. And in the Nordmen's chilly halls,
Savin plays out a game in which kings and chieftains and men are but pawns on a
chessboard that spans the Veil itself. Three moons are rising. When the trinity is
complete, the endgame will begin.

FANTASY
Jim Butcher

Cold Days: Dresden
Files #14
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Stephen Deas

Dragon Queen: Silver
Kings #2

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 In the years before the Dragons laid waste to man's empire, the fearsome monsters
were used for war and as gifts of surpassing wealth to buy favour in the constant
political battles that tore at the kingdoms. Notorious in these battles was the Dragon
Queen. And now she is a prisoner. But no-one is more dangerous than when caged...
The critics, fellow authors and readers alike are agreed - if you love dragons and epic
fantasy, Stephen Deas is the writer for you. The man who brought dragons back to
their full glory, might and terror.

Stephen Deas

The King's Assassin:
Thief-Taker's
Apprentice #3

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Berren has left his past as an apprentice thief-taker behind him, in a mist of blood and
screams and death. Press-ganged as a sailor, his old life is now just a distant memory.
Until the day he spots someone who might well be his old master, Syannis, the man
who killed Berren's first love. Syannis was thought dead, but he is a hard man to kill.
As Berren chases down the man he believes to be an enemy, he finds himself caught
up in a web of political machination and danger unlike anything he has encountered.
For Syannis is a deposed prince, and he is willing to go to any lengths - including
dealing with the black-hearted sorcerer Saffran Kuy - to regain his throne. As Berren
struggles to understand his feelings towards Syannis and his mad quest, he slowly
comes to realize that the world is going to war - and Berren is caught in the middle.

Steven Erikson Forge of Darkness:
Kharkanas Trilogy #1

Pb

$19.95

$17.95 It's a conflicted time in Kurald Galain, the realm of Darkness, where Mother Dark
reigns. But this ancient land was once home to many a power and even death is not
quite eternal. The commoners' great hero, Vatha Urusander, is being promoted by his
followers to take Mother Dark's hand in marriage, but her Consort, Lord Draconus,
stands in the way of such ambitions. The impending clash sends fissures throughout
the realm, and as the rumors of civil war burn through the masses, an ancient power
emerges from the long dead seas. Caught in the middle of it all are the First Sons of
Darkness, Anomander, Andarist, and Silchas Ruin of the Purake Hold...

Raymond E
Feist

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 The dragons are calling... Civil war is tearing apart the Kingdom of the Isles, for the
throne lies empty and rivals are converging. Having spirited his beloved Princess
Stephane safely out of Roldem, Hal - now Duke of Crydee - must turn his attention to
the defence of the ancient realm so that a king can be anointed by the Congress of
Lords, rather than by right of might. But the greatest threat may well lie out of the
hands of men. Somewhere in the Grey Towers Mountains something not of this world
is emerging. It will require that alliances be made between mortal enemies if disaster
is to be averted. Elves and men must stand together, ancient heroes must rise again,
dragons must fly and Pug, Magnus and the other magic-users of Midkemia must be
prepared to make the ultimate sacrifice if the whole world is to be saved.

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Meet the operatives of the Carnacki Institute - JC Chance: the team leader, brave,
charming, and almost unbearably arrogant; Melody Chambers: the science geek who
keeps the antisupernatural equipment running; and Happy Jack Palmer: the
terminally gloomy telepath. Their mission: Do Something About Ghosts. Their latest
assignment takes JC and the team to a small country village, site of a famously
haunted inn. At first, JC thinks that the spirits in the King's Arms are more the stuff of
urban legend than anything that needs the Ghost Finders' expertise. Then one story
rings true: the tale of a traveler trapped by an unusual thunderstorm who retired to
her room for the night - and vanished. Trapped by an unusual thunderstorm - like the
one that begins raging outside shortly after they arrive... As the team investigates,
they are forced to face some hard truths about themselves, their relationships, and the
haunting itself - truths that may push Happy Jack over the edge into the madness that
he has always feared...

Magician's End:
Chaoswar Saga #3

Simon R Green Spirits from Beyond:
Ghostfinders #4
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Linda Grimes

Quick Fix: In a Fix #2

Pb

$27.95

$25.15 Ciel Halligan, an aura adaptor with a chameleon-like ability to step into the lives of
her clients and fix their problems for them - is working a job at the National Zoo with
her boyfriend, Billy, and his ten-year-old sister, Molly, who's already begun to show
signs of being an adaptor herself. She's young for it, but she's always been precocious,
so it's not impossible. What is impossible is her taking on the form of the baby
orangutan she touches - adaptors can only project human auras. Until now,
apparently. Worse, Molly is stuck in ape form. She can't change herself back. Escaping
from the zoo with their new baby orang, Ciel and Billy head for New York City and
the only person they know can help: Ciel's brother James, a non-adaptor scientist
who's determined to crack the aura adaptor genetic code. But when Billy winds up in
jail, accused of attempted murder, Ciel begins to suspect Molly's unusual adapting
ability is more than just a fluke. Who's been experimenting on Molly, and what do
they hope to gain? And will Ciel survive to find out?

Nathan Hawke The Crimson Shield:
Gallow #1

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 I have been Truesword to my friends, Griefbringer to my enemies. To most of you I
am just another Northlander bastard here to take your women and drink your mead,
but to those who know me, my name is Gallow. I fought for my king for seven long
years. I have served lords and held my shield beside common men. I have fled in
defeat and I have tasted victory and I will tell you which is sweeter. Despise me then,
for I have slain more of your kin than I can count, though I remember every single
face. For my king I will travel to the end of the world. I will find the fabled Crimson
Shield so that his legions may carry it to battle, and when Sword and Shield must
finally clash, there you will find me. I will not make pacts with devils or bargains with
demons for I do not believe in such things, and yet I will see them all around me, in
men and in their deeds. Remember me then, for I will not suffer such monsters to live.
Even if they are the ones I serve.

Benedict Jacka Chosen: Alex Verus #4

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Life is quiet for Alex Verus. Amazing. With a flat full of friends (and the occasional
fish), and business booming, why not enjoy the humdrum here and now? But of
course that's too good to be true. In a sudden and cruel pincer movement of fate, Alex
finds himself fighting a sinister and powerful gang as well as his own demons - for the
same crime. Held hostage by the choices of his past, Alex's future is now in jeopardy ...

Jay Kristoff

Kinslayer: Lotus War
Trilogy # 2

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Shogun Yoritomo has been assassinated by the Stormdancer Yukiko, and the threat of
civil war looms over the Shima Imperium. The Lotus Guild conspires to renew the
nation's broken dynasty and crush the growing rebellion by endorsing a new Shogun
who desires nothing more than to see Yukiko dead. Yukiko and the mighty thunder
tiger Buruu have been cast in the role of heroes by the Kage rebellion. But Yukiko
herself is blinded by rage over her father's death, and her ability to hear the thoughts
of beasts. Along with Buruu, Yukiko's anchor is Kin, the rebel Guildsman who helped
her escape from Yoritomo's clutches. Kage assassins lurk within the Shogun's palace,
plotting to end the new dynasty before it begins. A new enemy gathers its strength,
readying to push the fracturing Shima imperium into a war it cannot hope to survive.
And across raging oceans, Yukiko and Buruu will face foes no katana or talon can
defeat. The ghosts of a blood-stained past.

Mercedes
Lackey

Crown of Vengeance:
Dragon Prophecy #1

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 She is the unwanted spawn of a mad king and queen, her lands lost before her birth;
her family - her very name - erased from history. Cursed by many, yet protected by an
even greater curse. She was born on a night of storm and terror, raised in protected
concealment, then banished from the only home she had ever known - an ancient
enemy's final stroke in a war begun centuries before. Secret studies of hidden lore
reveal the truth of the prophecy that heralded her coming. Dark dreams teach lessons
of war and duty, of strategy and magecraft, that she could not learn in a thousand
lifetimes. She does not have a thousand lifetimes. She has just one - and time is
running out. For the prophecy spoke not just of her, but of a great Darkness that
would destroy the elven kingdoms. A Darkness that is coming ever closer. She is
Vieliessar Farcarinon and she must save her people. Even if she must shatter custom
and destroy the world she was born to rule.
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Juliet Marillier Flame of Sevenwaters:
Sevenwaters #6

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 When Maeve, fourth daughter of Lord Sean of Sevenwaters, is asked to accompany a
skittish horse back to her father's keep, she agrees - reluctantly. For it has been many
years since she left the place where her hands were crippled by a fire - years in which
she has nurtured her special talent with animals. Sevenwaters is also much changed.
It is now enslaved by the fey prince Mac Dara, a force of malignant magic who is
responsible for a party of travellers disappearing. When Maeve discovers the body of
one of the missing men, she and her brother Finbar are lured to the Otherworld on a
journey that may save Sevenwaters...or lead to catastrophe. If Maeve is ever to dream
of a future, she must confront the darkness of her past.

A Lee Martinez Too Many Curses

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Margle the Horrendous takes special pride in never killing his enemies. Instead, the
wizard transforms them into various accursed forms and locks them away in his
castle. His halls are filled with his collection of fallen heroes and defeated villains. It's
Nessy's duty to tend this castle. It's a lot of work, but she takes pride in housekeeping
talents that keep the castle from collapsing into chaos. But when Margle suddenly
dies, everything begins to unravel. Nessy finds herself surrounded by monsters,
curses, a door that should never be opened, and one very deadly dark wizardess.
Nessy doesn't have might or magic on her side; she's just a kobold: short, furry, and
sensible. It would be smarter to walk away, but taking care of the castle is Nessy's job,
and that's just what she intends to do. If only she could find time to polish the silver
while beating back the forces of darkness.

Seanan
McGuire

Chimes at Midnight:
October Daye #7

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Things are starting to look up for October Toby Daye. She's training her squire, doing
her job, and has finally allowed herself to grow closer to the local King of Cats. It
seems like her life may finally be settling down... at least until dead changelings start
appearing in the alleys of San Francisco, killed by an overdose of goblin fruit. Toby's
efforts to take the problem to the Queen of the Mists are met with harsh reprisals,
leaving her under sentence of exile from her home and everyone she loves. Now Toby
must find a way to reverse the Queens decree, get the goblin fruit off the streets and, oh, yes, save her own life, since more than a few of her problems have once again
followed her home. And then there's the question of the Queen herself, who seems
increasingly unlikely to have a valid claim to the throne.... To find the answers,
October and her friends will have to travel from the legendary Library of Stars into
the hidden depths of the Kingdom of the Mists - and they'll have to do it fast, because
time is running out. In faerie, some fates are worse than death. October Daye is about t

Fiona
McIntosh

The Scrivener's Tale

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 In the bookshops and cafes of present-day Paris, ex-psychologist Gabe Figaret is trying
to put his shattered life back together. When another doctor, Reynard, asks him to
help with a delusional female patient, Gabe is reluctant - until he meets her. At first
Gabe thinks the woman, Angelina, is terrified of Reynard, but he quickly discovers she
is not quite what she seems. As his relationship with her deepens, Gabe's life in Paris
becomes increasingly unstable. He senses a presence - watching and following every
move he makes - and yet he finds Angelina increasingly irresistible. When she tells
him he must kill her and flee to a place she calls Morgravia, he is horrified. But then
she shows him that the cathedral he has dreamt about since childhood is real and
exists in Morgravia. Soon Gabe's world is turned upside down and he learns shocking
truths about who he is and who he can - and cannot - trust.

Jon F Merz

The Undead Hordes of
Kan-gul: Shadow
Warrior #1

Pb

$25.95

$23.35 In the fog-enshrouded peaks of the island nation of Japan, Ran, a newly-minted ninja
field operative, is set loose on a musha shugyo, a wandering quest, whereby he must
travel alone and hone his skills. Journeying from Japan to Korea aboard a merchant
vessel, Ran hears tales of a mysterious lord believed to have the dead for his servants.
Soon these tales prove all too real as Ran comes to the aid of Jysal, a beautiful
sorceress, whose undeveloped power gives her the ability to heal a land - or destroy
it! But the Lord Kan-Gul also covets Jysal's power. And when Kan-Gul sends an army
of the undead to take Jysal by force, Ran is faced with the ultimate warrior's choice:
save himself, or face down a horde of enemies that cannot be killed for the simple
reason that they're already dead!
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Sarah
Pinborough

Charm: Tales From the
Kingdoms

Hb

$22.99

$20.70 Charm is a beautifully illustrated re-telling of the Cinderella story which takes all the
much-loved elements of the classic fairytale (the handsome prince, the fairy
godmother, the enchanted mouse, the beautiful girl and, of course, the iconic balls)
and puts a modern spin on the characters, their motives and their desires. This is fun,
contemporary, and sexy. This edition contains 15 original pen and ink illustrations by
Les Edwards.

Daniel
Polansky

She Who Waits: Low
Town #3

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Low Town: the worst ghetto in the worst city in the Thirteen Lands. Good only for
depravity and death. And Warden, long ago a respected agent in the formidable Black
House, is now the most depraved Low Town denizen of them all. As a younger man,
Warden carried out more than his fair share of terrible deeds, and never as many as
when he worked for the Black House. But Warden's growing older, and the vultures
are circling. Low Town is changing, faster than even he can control, and Warden
knows that if he doesn't get out soon, he may never get out at all. But Warden must
finally reckon with his terrible past if he can ever hope to escape it. A hospital full of
lunatics, a conspiracy against the corrupt new king and a ghetto full of thieves and
murderers stand between him and his slim hope for the future. And behind them all
waits the one person whose betrayal Warden never expected. The one person who left
him, broken and bitter, to become the man he is today. The one woman he ever loved.
She who waits behind all things.

Robert V S
Redick

The Night of the
Swarm: Chathrand
Voyage #4

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 At the centre of an enchanted forest stands a clearing. Above it looms a ruined
fragment of a vast tower. At its base, a group of friends. Exhausted, terrified. They
stand around the body of a sorcerer, Arunis. They have slain this foe, but not before
he unleashed the Swarm of Night, an ever-growing cloud of annihilation that is even
now spreading across the world of Alifros. Arunis summoned the Swarm using the
Nilstone, an artifact from the land of the dead. And only the Nilstone has the power to
banish the Swarm again. But to do this the friends, Pazel, Thasha, Neeps and the mage
Ramachni, must pass through a deadly, war-torn world, by land and sea, to the very
maw of death's kingdom. Only there, far from any hope of rescue, can the Nilstone be
cast away. But the Nilstone is no longer a secret. The sorceress Macadra is searching
for the travellers. And while they have only each other to rely on, Macadra has an
empire at her command.

C J Redwine

Deception: Courier's
Daughter Trilogy #2

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Rachel and Logan must decide between a life on the run and standing their ground to
fight. With their ragged group of survivors struggling to forge a future, it's up to
Logan and Rachel to become the leaders they need. Under constant threat from rival
armies and no place to call their own, the group decides to take their chances in the
Wasteland, despite the deadly risk of The Cursed One. But soon their problems begin:
someone - possibly inside their ranks - is sabotaging the survivors, picking them off
one by one. They begin to question whether the price of freedom may be too great.
And whether their band of survivors, hunted by their enemies and the murderous
traitor in their midst, can make it out of the Wasteland alive...and whether Rachel and
Logan can survive these trials together.

Rod Rees

Summer: Demi-Monde
#3

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Eight-thousand years ago the Deluge destroyed the empire of the Lilithi, setting the
race of super-warriors known as the Grigori loose in the outside world. They have lain
hidden until now when - thanks to the creation of the dystopian virtual reality that is
the Demi-Monde - they at last stand ready to achieve mastery of the Real World - and
to cull HumanKind in the Final Solution. Three girls stand between them and victory:
Norma Williams, trapped in the nightmare that is the Coven, the viciously misandric
Sector of the Demi-Monde; Ella Thomas, enslaved by the spirit of Lilith-come-again;
and Trixie Dashwood, consumed by her hatred for Heydrich and his evil ForthRight.
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Michelle
Sagara

Cast in Sorrow:
Pb
Chronicles of Elantra #9

$25.95

$23.35 The Barrani would be happy to see her die. So Kaylin Neya is a bit surprised by her
safe arrival in the West March. Especially when enemies new and old surround her
and those she would call friends are equally dangerous... And then the real trouble
starts. Kaylin's assignment is to be a harmoniste - one who helps tell the truth behind
a Barrani Recitation. But in a land where words are more effective than weapons,
Kaylin's duties are deadly. With the wrong phrase she could tear a people further
asunder. And with the right ones... well, then she might be able to heal a blight on a
race. If only she understood the story...

S M Stirling

Lord of Mountains:
Change #6

Pb

$17.95

$16.15 Rudi Mackenize, now Artos the First, High King of Montival, and his allies have won
several key battles against the Church Universal and Triumphant. But still the war
rages on, taking countless lives, ravaging the land once known as the United States of
America. Artos and his Queen, Mathilda, must unite the realms into a single kingdom
to ensure a lasting peace. If the leaders of the Changed world are to accept Artos as
their ruler, he will need to undertake a quest to the Lake at the Heart of the
Mountains, and take part in a crowning ceremony--a ceremony binding him to his
people, his ancestors, and his land. Then, once he has secured his place and
allegiances, Artos can go forward, and lead his forces to the heart of the enemy's
territory...

Michael J
Sullivan

The Rose and the
Thorn: Riyria
Chronicles #2

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Two thieves want answers. Riyria is born. For more than a year, Royce Melborn has
tried to forget Gwen DeLancy, the woman who saved him and his partner Hadrian
Blackwater when all other doors were closed against them. Unable to stay away any
longer, they return to Medford to a very different reception - she refuses to see them.
Once more she is shielding them, this time from the powerful noble who abused her.
She was right to suspect Royce wouldn't care about rank and privilege or fear any
repercussions from reprisal. What she didn't realise is what he was capable of - until
now.

Adrian
Tchaikovsky

War Master's Gate:
Shadows of the Apt #9

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Relentlessly advancing towards Collegium, the Empire is again seeking to break down
its walls. The mighty imperial armies have learnt from their failures, and Empress
Seda will brook no weakness in her soldiers. However, Stenwold Maker has earned his
title, and the War Master has strategies to save his city. His aviators rule the skies but the Wasp Kinden Empire has developed a terrifying new aerial weapon. Yet the
campaign may be decided far from marching armies and the noise of battle. In an
ancient forest, where Mantis clans pursue their own civil war, the Empress Seda is
seeking lost magic. Some dangerous shadow of old night is locked up among these
trees and she is wants its power. Cheerwell Maker must stop her, at any cost, but will
their rivalry awaken something far deadlier? Something that could make even their
clash of nations pale into insignificance...

Michael J
Ward

The Heart of Fire:
DestinyQuest #2

Pb

$24.99

$22.50 The Heart of Fire is awakening, and only you can save the world... You are a prophet,
both gifted and cursed by your strange powers. Imprisoned in the infamous dungeon
of the inquisition, you are tormented by visions of a nightmarish future. No-one has
ever escaped. Doomed to live out your days in chains and darkness, a twist of fate
provides you with a chance for freedom - to take on a new identity and start a new
life. But no matter where you go, where you hide, you can never escape the haunting
images of your own prophecy... Is it possible to outwit destiny and change the future?
You decide in this epic fantasy adventure!
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Chris Willrich The Scroll of Years:
Gaunt & Bone #1

Pb

$27.95

$25.15 Persimmon Gaunt and Imago Bone are a romantic couple and partners in crime.
Persimmon is a poet from a well-to-do family, who found herself looking for
adventure, while Imago is a thief in his ninth decade who is double-cursed, and his
body has not aged in nearly seventy years. Together, their services and wanderlust
have taken them into places better left unseen, and against odds best not spoken
about. Now, they find themselves looking to get away, to the edge of the world, with
Persimmon pregnant with their child, and the most feared duo of assassins hot on
their trail. However, all is never what it seems, and a sordid adventure - complete
with magic scrolls, gangs of thieves, and dragons both eastern and western - is at
hand.

YOUNG ADULT
Suzanne
Collins

The Hunger Games
(Boxed Set)

Pb

$59.99 $54.00 Katniss is a 16-year-old girl living with her mother and younger sister in the poorest
district of Panem, the remains of what used be the United States. Long ago the
districts waged war on the Capitol and were defeated. As part of the surrender terms,
each district agreed to send one boy and one girl to appear in an annual televised
event called, The Hunger Games. The terrain, rules, and level of audience participation
may change but one thing is constant: kill or be killed. When Kat's sister is chosen by
lottery, Kat steps up to go in her place.

Becca
Fitzpatrick

Finale: Hush, Hush #4

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 Nora is more certain than ever that she is in love with Patch. Fallen angel or no, he is
the one for her. Her heritage and destiny may mean that they will always be enemies,
but there is no turning her back on him. But now they face their biggest challenge.
Can their love survive a seemingly insurmountable divide. And in the end, will there
be enough trust left to rebuild what has been broken? The lines are drawn - but which
sides are they on?

C C Hunter

Chosen at Nightfall:
Shadow Falls #5

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 When Kylie Galen left Shadow Falls, she thought it was the hardest decision of her
life. Heartbroken and separated from everyone she loves, she finally comes to terms
with her abilities and what it means to be a chameleon. But as Kylie's journey comes
to a close, she must return to the camp that started it all... and she must finally choose
between the two boys who love her. The werewolf who broke her heart when he
chose his pack over her, and the half-fae who ran from their intense attraction before
they ever really had a chance. For Kylie, everything will finally be revealed and
nothing will ever be the same.

Pb

$16.95

$15.25 Anna's a sixteen-year-old in 1995, fiercely determined to secure a running scholarship
so she can leave her quiet, dull town and finally travel the world. Bennett's a
seventeen-year-old in 2012, living in San Francisco and trying to control his ability to
travel through time - an incredible gift, but also an unpredictable curse, which
constantly threatens to separate him from the people he loves. When a minor lapse in
judgment puts his sister Brooke in danger, Bennett finds himself two thousand miles
and seventeen years away - in Anna's world. As he searches for Brooke, Bennett is
strangely and inescapably drawn to Anna, who feels sure she's seen him somewhere
before. Through the gorgeous, mysterious newcomer, able to travel anywhere in a
split second, Anna visits deserted tropical beaches and stunning mediterranean
coastlines for the first time, and they can't help falling for one another. But they both
know, deep down, that it can never last...

Tamara Ireland Time Between Us: Time
Stone
Between Us #1
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Lauren Kate

Fallen in Love

Pb

$16.95

$15.25 Unexpected. Unrequited. Forbidden. Eternal. Everyone has their own love story. And
in a twist of fate, four extraordinary love stories combine over the course of a
romantic Valentine's Day in Medieval England. Miles and Shelby find love where they
least expect it. Roland learns a painful lesson about finding and losing love. Arianne
pays the price for a love so fierce it burns. And for the first - and last - time, Daniel
and Luce will spend a night together like none other. Lauren Kate's Fallen in Love is
filled with love stories... the ones everyone has been waiting for. True love never says
goodbye ...

Victoria Lamb Witchfall: Tudor Witch
#2

Pb

$16.95

$15.25 London, 1555. At the court of Mary Tudor, life is safe for no one. The jealous,
embittered queen sees enemies all around her, and the infamous Spanish Inquisition
holds the court in its merciless grip. But Meg Lytton has more reason to be afraid than
most - for Meg is a witch, and exposure would mean certain death. Even more
perilous, Meg is secretly betrothed to the young priest Alejandro de Castillo; a
relationship which they must hide at all costs. In the service of the queen's sister,
Princess Elizabeth, Meg tries to use her powers to foretell her mistress' future. But
when a spell goes terribly wrong, and Meg begins to have horrifying dreams, she fears
she has released a dark spirit into the world, intent on harming her and those around
her.

Derek Landy

Last Stand of Dead
Men: Skulduggery
Pleasant #8

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 War has finally come. But it's not a war between good and evil, or light and dark - it's
a war between Sanctuaries. For too long, the Irish Sanctuary has teetered on the brink
of world-ending disaster, and the other Sanctuaries around the world have had
enough. Allies turn to enemies, friends turn to foes, and Skulduggery and Valkyrie
must team up with the rest of the Dead Men if they're going to have any chance at all
of maintaining the balance of power and getting to the root of a vast conspiracy that
has been years in the making. But while this war is only beginning, another war rages
within Valkyrie herself. Her own dark side, the insanely powerful being known as
Darquesse, is on the verge of rising to the surface. And if Valkyrie slips, even for a
moment, then Darquesse will burn the world and everyone in it.

Kass Morgan

The 100: 100 #1

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 In the future, humans live in city-like spaceships orbiting far above Earth's toxic
atmosphere. No one knows when, or if, the planet will be habitable again. Faced with
dwindling resources and a growing populace, government leaders know they must
reclaim their homeland soon. Now, one hundred juvenile delinquents are being sent
on a mission to recolonize Earth. After a brutal crash landing, the teens arrive on a
savagely beautiful planet they've only seen from space. Confronting the dangers of
this rugged new world, they struggle to form a tentative community. But they're
haunted by their past and uncertain about the future. To survive, they must learn to
trust and even love again.

Jana Oliver

Briar Rose

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 For Briar Rose, life is anything but a fairy tale. She's stuck in a small town in deepest
Georgia with parents who won't let her out of their sight, a bunch of small-minded,
gossiping neighbours and an evil ex who's spreading nasty rumours about what she
may or may not have done in the back of his car. She's tired of it all, so when, on her
sixteenth birthday, her parents tell her that she is cursed and will go to sleep for a
hundred years when the clock strikes midnight, she's actually kind of glad to leave it
all behind. She says her goodbyes, lies down, and closes her eyes... And then she
wakes up. Cold, alone and in the middle of the darkest, most twisted fairy tale she
could ever have dreamed of. Now Briar must fight her way out of the story that has
been created for her, but she can't do it alone. She never believed in handsome
princes, but now she's met one her only chance is to put her life in his hands, or there
will be no happy ever after and no waking up.
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Lissa Price

Starters: Starters #1

Pb

$17.95

$16.15 In the future, teens rent their bodies to seniors who want to be young again. One girl
discovers her renter plans to do more than party - her body will commit murder, if
her mind can't stop it. Sixteen-year-old Callie lost her parents when the genocide
spore wiped out everyone except those who were vaccinated first - the very young
and very old. With no grandparents to claim Callie and her little brother, they go on
the run, living as squatters, and fighting off unclaimed renegades who would kill for a
cookie. Hope comes via Prime Destinations, run by a mysterious figure known only as
The Old Man. He hires teens to rent their bodies to seniors, known as enders, who get
to be young again. Callie's neurochip malfunctions and she wakes up in the life of her
rich renter, living in her mansion, driving her cars, even dating Blake, the grandson of
a senator. It's a fairy-tale new life... until she uncovers the Body Bank's horrible plan.

Rick Riordan

The House of Hades:
Heroes of Olympus #4

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 At the conclusion of The Mark of Athena, Annabeth and Percy tumble into a pit
leading straight to the Underworld. The other five demigods have to put aside their
grief and follow Percy's instructions to find the mortal side of the Doors of Death. If
they can fight their way through the Gaea's forces, and Percy and Annabeth can
survive the House of Hades, then the Seven will be able to seal the Doors both sides
and prevent the giants from raising Gaea. But, Leo wonders, if the Doors are sealed,
how will Percy and Annabeth be able to escape? They have no choice. If the demigods
don't succeed, Gaea's armies will never die. They have no time. In about a month, the
Romans will march on Camp Half-Blood. The stakes are higher than ever in this
adventure that dives into the depths of Tartarus.

Justin Somper Allies and Assassins:
Enemies of the Prince
#1

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 They killed his brother. Now they're coming for him...As the second prince of
Archenfield, Jared never asked to be more than the spare. But behind the walls of the
castle is a dark and dangerous court where murder and intrigue are never far below
the surface. Now his older brother is dead. The kingdom is his. And the target is on his
back. Can he find the assassin before the assassin finds him?

E J Swift

Pb

$19.95

$17.95 Nobody leaves Osiris. Adelaide Rechnov. Wealthy socialite and granddaughter of the
Architect, she spends her time in pointless luxury, rebelling against her family in a
series of jaded social extravagances and scandals until her twin brother disappears in
mysterious circumstances. Vikram Bai. He lives in the Western Quarter, home to the
poor descendants of storm refugees and effectively quarantined from the wealthy
elite. His people live with cold and starvation, but the coming brutal winter promises
civil unrest, and a return to the riots of previous years. As tensions rise in the city,
can Adelaide and Vikram bridge the divide at the heart of Osiris before conspiracies
bring them to the edge of disaster?

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 When a terror from the past threatens Gin s friend and body-disposer, Sophia, Gin will
stop at nothing to protect her, even if it means walking straight into a killer s trap.
Meanwhile, the rocky romance between Gin and Owen reaches a turning point can
they reunite and rekindle their love? Or will the things Gin has been forced to do in
her line of work as the deadly assassin the Spider keep them apart forever? Assuming,
that is, she survives long enough to find out

Osiris: Osiris Project #1

PARANORMAL
Jennifer Estep Heart of Venom:
Elemental Assassin #9
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Christine
Feehan

Dark Lycan: Carpathian
#24

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Tatijana of the Dragonseekers spent centuries encased in ice with her sister, trapped
in limbo between life and death, never speaking to a soul other than those who
tormented her. Now, she has been freed from her frozen prison by an unknown
descendent. Awakened in human form, Tatijana yearns to explore the modern world
in which she now lives-a world with more mysteries than she is prepared for. Fenris
Dalka has returned to the Carpathian Mountains after a long absence to be with his
brother. He is scarred by centuries of battle, and every hard-won victory. But the real
reason for his return home could prove deadly if discovered by the wrong man-or
woman. Upon his arrival, he is compelled by a beautiful and enigmatic stranger who
carries the scent of fresh earth, of forest, of the night itself. In time Tatijana and
Fenris will discover all that unites them-their secrets and pasts, their predators, and
the hot flush of passion that stirs their souls. Yet just as surely, seduced into the
silvery darkness of a full-moon night, they'll also discover everything ancient and evil
that exists to destroy them.

Christine
Feehan

Dark Storm: Carpathian
#23

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Buried alive for hundreds of years in a volcano in South America, Dax worries that he
has become the abomination that every Carpathian male fears, a victim of the
insidious evil that has crept relentlessly into his mind and body over the centuries.
But Dax isn't the only one emerging from the darkness... His name is Mitro, and he
once stood by the side of the prince of the Carpathian people. Now he is the epitome
of malevolence, and perpetrator of one of the most shocking killing sprees known to
man. No one escaped the bloodshed, including his lifemate, Arabejila. Now, between
Dax and Mitro, a violent game has begun--one that has marked Riley Parker, the last
descendent of Arabejila, as the reward.

Charlaine
Harris

Deadlocked: Sookie
Stackhouse #12

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 Sookie has a murder investigation on her hands. A young girl has died at a vampire
party - and it looks as though her lover, Eric, might be responsible. Eric swears he
didn't do it, the police don't believe him, and even Sookie isn't so sure. Nor is she
inclined to take his word for it, not having caught him enjoying the victim's blood
minutes before she was killed. But something strange is going on. Why had Sookie
been asked to come to the fateful party a few minutes early - just to catch Eric in the
act? And why had the victim spiked her blood before approaching Eric? Was it simply
because she wanted to be irresistible, or was it something more sinister? Sookie will
have to find out...but it's the worst moment to investigate, as her Fae family are
having troubles of their own and Sookie is, inevitably, drawn in.

Sherrilyn
Kenyon

Styxx: Dark Hunter #23

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Centuries ago Acheron saved the human race by imprisoning an ancient evil bent on
absolute destruction. Now that evil has been unleashed and it is out for revenge. As
the twin to Acheron, Styxx hasn't always been on his brother's side. They've spent
more centuries going at each other's throats than protecting their backs. Now Styxx
has a chance to prove his loyalty to his brother, but only if he's willing to trade his life
and future for Acheron's. The Atlantean goddess of Wrath and Misery, Bethany was
born to right wrongs. But it was never a task she relished. Until now. She owes
Acheron a debt that she vows to repay, no matter what it takes. He will join their
fellow gods in hell and nothing is going to stop her.

Gina Lamm

Geek Girls Don't Date
Dukes: Geek Girls #2

Pb

$12.95

$11.65 Avery Russell, the Duke of Granville's valet and prize pugilist, reluctantly helps the
beauty gain a position in the duke's household. But domestic servitude wasn't exactly
what Leah had in mind. When she gets the chance to be turned into a proper lady
with an entree into the glittering halls of the ton, she knows she'll capture the duke,
her perfect love. The exciting society whirl was exactly what costume fanatic Leah
had hoped for. Despite Avery's doubts, and her growing feelings for the valet, Leah is
determined to snag her duke and her happily-ever-after. But when her so-called
perfect love intentionally puts her in mortal danger, she has doubts about trusting her
own heart. And when her most loved relative becomes deathly ill, she'll have to face
harder decisions than she'd ever thought possible. Her fairy tale love story might cost
her more than she can afford to lose.
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Katie
MacAlister

The Art of Stealing
Time: Time Thief #2

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Gwenhwyfar Byron Owens learned everything she knows about potions and spells
from her two Wiccan moms, who are forbidden by Otherworld laws to teach magic to
mortals. But when their latest transgression results in the kidnapping of a mortal
woman, Gwen figures the only place to hide them all is in Summerland, the Wiccan
afterlife... But Gregory Faa - a member of the Watch - is hot on their heels. A Traveller
who has stolen time, he's eager to prove himself worthy of the Watch, only he has a
past with the dark-eyed Welsh beauty he's been charged with bringing to justice. He's
tempted to just let Gwen disappear into Summerland until he realizes that she's being
pursued by a squad of goons and death's minions. Gwen is used to taking care of her
moms and herself, so she can't give in to her heart's demand to trust Gregory, despite
the fact that he's as handsome as the day is long - and the days in Summerland last
centuries...

Jessica Sims

Must Love Fangs:
Midnight Liaisons #3

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Marie Bellavance has known for years that she will die of the same incurable disease
her mother did. That's why she never dated and doesn't allow anyone to get close to
her. But now, as an employee of the paranormal dating agency Midnight Liaisons, she
has a chance: if she can find someone to turn her into a supernatural creature, she'll
be cured! Flirty were-cougar Joshua Russell has wanted standoffish Marie for his own,
but she's been off limits as a human. When he catches her sneaking away from a
vampire date gone wrong, he steps in and offers his own services. As a vampire
bodyguard, he's able to tell her which vamps will be the perfect ones to date. But he's
secretly got a better plan in mind: if she wants to date the supernatural, a handsome
were-cougar would be the best choice of all.

Kerrelyn
Sparks

The Vampire With the
Dragon Tattoo: Love at
Stake #14

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Dougal Kincaid has something to prove. After being injured in a battle with the
Malcontents, he's ready for active duty protecting unsuspecting mortals from these
villainous vampires who want to rule the world. But first he has to get control of
himself... because just the sight of a certain lovely doctor has his injured hand doing
some peculiar things, not to mention the sizzling sensation that burns along his
dragon tattoo. As a scientist, Leah is having trouble believing that Vampires exist. But
there they are, standing in front of her, asking for help in solving a genetic puzzle that
can save mankind. There's even one in a sexy kilt! Just one look into Dougal's
gorgeous green eyes sets her pulse racing. But can she trust him - and the
overwhelming desire that refuses to be ignored?

Jeanne C Stein Blood Bond: Anna
Strong #9

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 As a vampire, Anna Strong has an immortal life... but now she's running out of time.
Anna's relationship with shape-shifter Daniel Frey has given her hope for a future
with him and his son - especially when Frey proposes... But just when Anna starts to
think her life couldn't be better, she must fly to France to be at the side of her dying
mother. There she learns that not every vampire accepts her Chosen One status. And
one such vamp is about to go rogue - by leading his followers in a fight to usurp
humanity...

J D Tyler

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Ryon Hunter sees dead people - spirits that beg him for help in ways he can't
understand. He'd do anything to end the torment, until a beautiful spirit appears to
him with a plea he can't ignore: Help me... I'm alive. The woman is wildlife biologist
Daria Bradford, mortally wounded after encountering a white wolf, calling to Ryon
through a rare Psy gift. When Ryon locates Daria in the Shoshone National Park, it is
almost too late, but nursing her back to health at the Alpha Pack compound brings a
new complication - Daria is his destined mate, and Ryon is afraid of what will happen
when she discovers what he is, and what he had to do to save her life. But the biggest
threat of all is still loose in the forest, leaving a merciless trail of death behind it. The
Alpha Pack goes on the hunt for the mysterious white wolf, determined to stop the
murderous rogue... only to find that the most lethal creature of all is the one they
can't see coming.

Hunter's Heart: Alpha
Pack #4
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J R Ward

Possession: Fallen
Angels #5

Tp

$29.99

$27.00 Jim Heron, disgruntled fallen angel, thinks that he finally has a leg up against Devinia,
a devil's minion, in their fight over seven souls to end the war against good and evil.
This is because Jim knows exactly which earthly soul he needs to save: a distant
single father of a 13-year-old son. Luckily, Jim thinks that he can leverage the power
of love, because this man is in love with a careful woman previously burnt by lust. So
instead, Jim focuses his attentions on Sissy, the young soul he saved from Devinia's
clutches, who is now transitioning to her life as an angel. But things are more
complicated than they seem, because someone else is in love with that careful woman
- the twin of the man whose soul needs saving. And unfortunately, this twin is the
better contender for romance - he's a good-hearted sensitive musician. Torn between
gentle support and steamy passion, will this woman make the choice that brings a
brooding, broken soul to redemption? Or will that soul be doomed to endure the most
hellish possession?

Eileen Wilks

Ritual Magic: World of
the Lupi #10

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 FBI agent Lily is happily preparing for the mother's 57th birthday. Then on the day,
Lily's mother suddenly loses all memory beyond the age of 12. Lily knows her mother
was attacked by something more than magic, something with a dark power. When
Lily and her fiance, Lupi Rule, discover that others suffered the same, mysterious loss,
at the same time on the same night, their investigation into the darkness begins.
Joining them is Al Drummond, who once tried to destroy her. He also happens to be
dead...

Stephen King

Doctor Sleep: Shining
#2

Tp

$32.99

$29.70 On highways across America, a tribe of people called The True Knot travel in search of
sustenance. They look harmless... but as Dan Torrance knows, and tween Abra Stone
learns, The True Knot are quasi-immortal, living off the 'steam' that children with the
'shining' produce when they are slowly tortured to death. Haunted by the inhabitants
of the Overlook Hotel where he spent one horrific childhood year, Dan has been
drifting for decades, desperate to shed his father's legacy of despair, alcoholism, and
violence. Finally, he settles in a New Hampshire town, an AA community that sustains
him and a job at a nursing home where his remnant 'shining' power provides the
crucial final comfort to the dying. Aided by a prescient cat, he becomes 'Doctor Sleep.'
Then Dan meets the evanescent Abra Stone, and it is her spectacular gift, the brightest
shining ever seen, that reignites Dan's own demons and summons him to a battle for
Abra's soul and survival...

Stephen King

Carrie (Film Tie-in)

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 An exciting reissue of Stephen King's debut novel about an outcast teenager with a
frightening power which put him on the map and set him on his journey as a
household name. Carrie White is no ordinary girl. Carrie White has the gift of
telekinesis. To be invited to Prom Night by Tommy Ross is a dream come true for
Carrie - the first step towards social acceptance by her high school colleagues. But
events will take a decidedly macabre turn on that horrifying and endless night as she
is forced to exercise her terrible gift on the town that mocks and loathes her...

Pb

$12.95

$11.65 It starts in a laboratory. A man-made strain of flesh-eating virus. Created by a powerhungry cartel. Capable of turning victims into brain-dead carnivores. Smuggled aboard
a cruise ship that's about to set sail...One by one, the passengers are exposed. A U.S.
senator. A young couple. An undercover agent. A beautiful assassin. Some will be
infected. Others will survive. But no one will be spared if the outbreak isn't contained and the dead outnumber the living... Enter Delta Force operative Juan Perez. He's
fought the deadliest killers in the darkest hellholes on earth. But he's never seen
anything like this - an apocalyptic cargo of pure zombie mayhem heading for the
coast. If Perez and his SEAL team can't stop it, America, and quickly the entire
population of the world, are finished. The plague years will begin...

HORROR

Joe Mckinney The Savage Dead
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F R Tallis

The Sleep Room

Pb

$19.99

$18.00 When promising psychiatrist, James Richardson, is offered the job opportunity of a
lifetime, he is thrilled. Setting off to take up his post at Wyldehope Hall in deepest
Suffolk, Richardson doesn't look back. One of his tasks is to manage a controversial
project - a pioneering therapy in which extremely disturbed patients are kept asleep
for months. As Richardson settles into his new life, he begins to sense something
uncanny about the sleeping patients - six women, forsaken by society. Why is the
trainee nurse so on edge when she spends nights alone with them? And what can it
mean when all the sleepers start dreaming at the same time? It's not long before
Richardson finds himself questioning everything he knows about the human mind as
he attempts to uncover the shocking secrets of The Sleep Room...

Freda
Warrington

A Taste of Blood Wine:
Blood #1

Pb

$13.99

$12.60 1918. A First World War battlefield becomes the cosmic battleground for two vampires,
as Karl von Wultendorf struggles to free himself from his domineering maker,
Kristian. 1923. Charlotte Neville meets her father's handsome new research assistant
Karl - it is the beginning of a deadly obsession that sunders her from her sisters, her
father and even her dearest friend.

Robin
Wasserman

The Waking Dark

Pb

$16.99

$15.30 The town of Oleander is postcard perfect. Until one day. The day the Devil came to
Oleander. Whatever they called it, through the months to come - through the funerals
and the dinners and the sidelong glances between formerly trusting neighbours - it
was all anyone could talk about. It seemed safe to assume it was all anyone would
ever talk about, just as it was assumed that Oleander had been changed for ever, and
that, once buried, the bodies would stay in the ground. But then the storms came...

Hb

$29.99

$27.00 You can enter and explore the World of Warcraft with this ultimate visual guide.
World of Warcraft: The Ultimate Visual Guide reveals the realm of Azeroth, exploring
the fantasy universe of the world's most popular online role-playing game. See the
World of Warcraft in never-before-seen-detail. You can discover the world's in-depth
history in the Chronicles of Azeroth section, explore the back stories of key heroes
and villains such as Varian Wrynn and Thrall and uncover fascinating facts about key
locations such as Orgimmar. Behind the scenes information on the making of the
World of Warcraft, its community and its future will satisfy the most inquisitive fan. It
reveals stunning visuals drawn from Blizzard's games, publications and trailers and
images from DC Comics' World of Warcraft comic book series. It is an unmissable upto-date companion for both die-hard fans and newcomers to the World of Warcraft.

Tp

$31.95

$28.75 The Space Marines are the foremost heroes of mankind, tireless defenders of the
Emperor's realm. Genetically crafted to be the perfect warriors, and armed and
armoured with the finest equipment in the galaxy, the Space Marines bring death to
the alien, the traitor and the mutant. This collection highlights the heroes and the
victories of these legendary warriors, collecting together the stories from three
previous anthologies: Legends of the Space Marines, Heroes of the Space Marines and
Victories of the Space Marines.

GAME WORLDS
Dorling
Kindersley

World of Warcraft:
Ultimate Visual Guide

Christian Dunn Space Marines - The
Omnibus: Warhammer
40K
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Guy Haley

The Death of Integrity Space Marine Battles:
Warhammer 40K

Pb

$27.95

$25.15 After pursuing an insidious genestealer cult across the sector for years, Chapter
Master Caedis of the Blood Drinkers stands ready to destroy the original source of the
infection - the vast and mysterious space hulk designated Death of Integrity. However,
immediately coming into conflict with both their brothers in the Novamarines
Chapter and the priesthood of the Adeptus Mechanicus, the Blood Drinkers must reign
in their more aggressive instincts and accept the possibility that the hulk itself may be
of value to the Imperium...

Darius Hinks

Orion - The Tears of
Isha: Warhammer

Pb

$23.95

$21.55 Winter approaches, and Orion leads the wild hunt one last time before he returns to
his slumber. But a dark power is rising in the groves of Athel Loren, corrupting beasts
and elves alike. As Orion's servants hunt for a new host for the forest king's spirit, the
daemon Alkhor's plan comes to fruition, threatening not only the wood elves but the
forest itself.

Graham
McNeill

Priests of Mars Pb
Adeptus Mechanicus #1:
Warhammer 40K

$23.95

$21.55 Legend tells of a foolhardy expedition, led by the radical Magos Telok, which ventured
out into the unknown space beyond the Halo Worlds in search of the 'Breath of the
Gods' - an arcane device with the power to unmake and reshape the very stars
themselves. Thousands of years later, the ambitious Lexell Kotov musters his Adeptus
Mechanicus Explorator fleet and sets out to follow in mad old Telok's footsteps. With
the might of the Imperial Guard and the Space Marines to augment his own forces, he
searches for the hidden clues which will lead him to greatest power that the galaxy
has ever known. But who knows what ancient perils may yet lie outside the Imperium
and the dominion of mankind?

R A Salvatore

The Last Threshold:
Neverwinter #4

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 Drizzt Do'Urden navigates a winding path littered with secrets and lies. Tangled up in
his companion Dahlia's dark secrets, the ties that once held her close to Drizzt
threaten to tear as her bonds to his former foe, Artemis Entreri, continue to grow.
Meanwhile, in the caverns of Gauntlgrym, the drow Tiago Baenre enlists the help of
Bregan D'aerthe in his quest to destroy Drizzt. While making promises they may not
keep, the agents of the elite drow mercenary group hide plans of their own.
Determined to stand for what's right in the Realms once again, Drizzt forges a new
road north - toward Icewind Dale. Will his new companions follow? Can he fight the
darkness alone? Either way, he knows now where he's headed - back to the only place
that's ever felt like home.

Karen Traviss The Thursday War:
Halo #2

Pb

$17.99

$16.20 This is a life-or-death mission for ONI's black-ops team, Kilo-Five, which is tasked with
preventing the rutheless Elites, once the military leaders of the Covenant, from
regrouping and threatening humankind again. What began as a routine dirty-tricks
operation - keeping the Elites busy with their own insurrection - turns into a
desperate bid to extract one member of Kilo-Five from the seething heart of an alien
civil war. But troubles never come singly for Kilo-Five. Colonial terrorism is once
again surfacing on one of the worlds that survived the war against the Covenant, and
the man behind it is much more than just a name to Spartan-010. Meanwhile, the
treasure trove of Forerunner technology recovered from the shield world of Onyx is
being put to work. And a kidnapped Elite plots vengeance on the humans he fears will
bring his people to the brink of destruction.

MEDIA
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Urma Droid

How to Speak Droid
Hb
with R2-D2: A
Communication Manual

$22.95

$20.65 Following the success of How to Speak Wookiee comes this essential manual for
interacting with R2 units in various likely situations. Droids are made to be reliable,
helpful and daring, but their personalities can sometimes be frustratingly stubborn.
This convenient sound guide will help new R2 users successfully understand their
droids and utilise them to their full capacity. Featuring helpful scenarios - like
convincing a droid to play back full messages, serve beverages and hors d'oeuvres at
semi-formal events, diagnose and repair mechanical issues on an X-wing, or just walk
the dog - plus a sound module including 10 different droid phrases, this handbook is a
necessity for any new R2 user.

David R George Revelation and Dust:
III
Star Trek - The Fall #1

Pb

$14.95

$13.45 The Federation is rocked to its core as the Typhon Pact is suspected of being behind a
barbarous act that shatters the fragile peace of the Alpha Quadrant. An original Star
Trek novel, this is part of a five-book story arc that takes place over a sixty-day
period, but it is not necessary to read each novel in order to follow the storyline,
which involves all aspects of The Next Generation and Deep Space Nine universes.

John Jackson
Miller

Kenobi: Star Wars

Hb

$42.95

$38.65 Tatooine - a harsh desert world where farmers toil in the heat of two suns while
trying to protect themselves and their loved ones from the marauding Tusken Raiders.
A backwater planet on the edge of civilized space. And an unlikely place to find a Jedi
Master in hiding, or an orphaned infant boy on whose tiny shoulders rests the future
of a galaxy. Known to locals only as Ben, the bearded and robed offworlder is an
enigmatic stranger who keeps to himself, shares nothing of his past, and goes to great
pains to remain an outsider. But as tensions escalate between the farmers and a tribe
of Sand People led by a ruthless war chief, Ben finds himself drawn into the fight,
endangering the very mission that brought him to Tatooine. Jedi Master Obi-Wan
Kenobi, hero of the Clone Wars, traitor to the Empire, and protector of the galaxy's
last hope - can no more turn his back on evil than he can reject his Jedi training. And
when blood is unjustly spilled, innocent lives threatened, and a ruthless opponent
unmasked, Ben has no choice but to call on the wisdom of the Jedi in his neverending fight for justice.

Lara Starr

The Star Wars
Cookbook: Ice Sabers

Pb

$24.99

$22.50 Hoth you a freezer? If so, the 30 Star Wars-themed recipes and four lightsaber ice pop
molds will delight your Jedi appetite. And chilled, these recipes are. From Bananakin
Split to Ice Cream Clones, Frozen Hoth Chocolate, and more, these are treats even the
Rebel Alliance would relish. The enduring popularity and power of Star Wars comes to
this irresistible cooking format, speaking to kids and adults alike.

Star Wars

Mug Shot' Mug : Boba
Fett

Toy

$9.95

$8.95

Star Wars

Mug Shot' Mug: Yoda

Toy

$9.95

$8.95
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